Abstract-Retinal microsurgery requires the manipulation of extremely delicate tissues by various micron scale maneuvers and the application of very small forces. Among vitreoretinal procedures, membrane peeling is a standard procedure requiring the delamination of a very thin fibrous membrane on the retina surface. This study presents the development and evaluation of an integrated assistive system for membrane peeling. This system combines a force-sensing motorized microforceps with an active tremor-canceling handheld micromanipulator, Micron. The proposed system (1) attenuates hand-tremor when accurate positioning is needed, (2) provides auditory force feedback to keep the exerted forces at a safe level, and (3) pulsates the tool tip at high frequency to provide ease in delaminating membranes. Experiments on bandages and raw chicken eggs have revealed that controlled micro-vibrations provide significant ease in delaminating membranes. Applying similar amount of forces, much faster delamination was observed when the frequency of these vibrations were increased (up to 50 Hz).
I. INTRODUCTION
Arguably the most technically demanding field of ophthalmic surgery, vitreoretinal practice has faced significant challenges due to present technical and human limitations. A prototypical vitreoretinal task is membrane peeling, where the surgeon delaminates a very thin fibrous membrane adherent to the retinal surface, using either a pick or micro-forceps. Successful execution of this task requires extensive experience, and is extremely difficult to master due to suboptimal visualization, inconsistent tissue properties, surgeon's physiological hand tremor, fatigue and involuntary patient motion. During the operation, the instruments need to be moved very slowly, within a range of 0.1-0.5 mm/s, in an extremely delicate environment. Furthermore, application of excessive forces should be avoided. The required forces for delamination routinely lie below the surgeon's sensory threshold. These forces were shown to be below 7.5 mN in porcine cadaver eyes and only 19% of events with this force magnitude can be felt by surgeons [1] . Unintentional motion and application of excessive forces can damage retinal veins [2] and give rise to serious complications such as iatrogenic retinal breaks [3] , vitreous hemorrhage, or subretinal *Research supported in part by the National Institutes of Health under R01 EB007969, and R01 EB000526, and in part by Johns Hopkins University internal funds.
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Vitreoretinal practice is a target domain for robotic assistive systems, which could provide fine motion control, limit applied forces, and thus improve surgical outcomes. In order to eliminate hand tremor of the surgeon, and thus provide more accurate manipulation of the tissue, several teleoperated systems have been previously proposed [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Accompanying these systems is the Steady-Hand Robot which is a distinct approach to providing passive tremor suppression. It is based on a cooperative control scheme where the surgeon and a stiff robot arm hold the surgical instrument together [11] . In contrast to all of these grounded approaches, fully handheld micromanipulators have been developed with a recent increase in interest [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Such systems offer a smaller footprint, greater ease in integration into the surgical workflow, and more intuitive operation. These devices share a common operation strategy to correct erroneous motion due to hand tremor of the surgeon. They first sense their own motion via either optical tracking or inertial sensing, then decompose this motion into tremulous and voluntary components, and finally use their actuators to move the tool tip and counteract the tremulous components. One of the instruments that falls into this category is Micron, a handheld actively stabilized micromanipulator developed by Riviere et al. at Carnegie Mellon University [12] . It uses optical tracking and piezoelectric actuators for deflecting the tool tip. Micron was shown to suppress tremor effectively, but it still has unexplored potential utility for tasks such as membrane peeling by operating in different modes rather than solely in tremor canceling mode. Developing such assistive modes for using Micron in a membrane peeling task first requires the advent of a proper micro-forceps tip that will firmly grasp the tissue while not interfering with Micron's tremor canceling behavior and this was not available until recently [17] . 
Motorized Force-Sensing Micro-Forceps with Tremor Cancelling and Controlled Micro-Vibrations for Easier Membrane Peeling*
Membrane peeling is essentially a two-phase procedure. In the first phase, the surgeon needs to approach the membrane, grasp and lift it to create an edge. For this task, positioning accuracy, and thus tremor suppression is important. The second phase is the delamination of the grasped membrane, where the main concern is limiting the exerted forces on the retina rather than canceling the tremor. Although several micromanipulators were developed for assisting vitreoretinal surgery before, the focus has so far been on suppressing the hand tremor, primarily focusing on the initial phase. For assisting the second phase of this procedure, there are motivating applications in other fields, such as inserting a biopsy needle, where reciprocation of the needle was shown to facilitate the advance of the needle through tissue and penetration of the site of interest [18] . The potential impact of introducing such vibrations while delaminating membranes in vitreoretinal practice is novel.
In order to limit the applied forces in vitreoretinal practice, a family of force-sensing instruments has been developed at Johns Hopkins University using fiber Bragg grating (FBG) strain sensors to measure the forces directly at the tool tip. First, a single degree of freedom (DOF) force sensing tool [19] and then a 2-DOF pick-like instrument [20] were built with FBG sensors. The 2-DOF pick was used in combination with the Steady-Hand Robot [21] as well as with Micron [22] . Compared with a pick tool, forceps provide increased control due to the additional degree of freedom for grasping the tissue. This enables removal of the membrane from the eye in a single step [23] , which is why forceps are more practical and more commonly used in vitreoretinal surgery. With this motivation, tool development continued with a manual pair of 2-DOF force-sensing forceps [24] , followed by a 2-DOF forceps that can be used with the Steady-Hand Robot [25] . We recently presented a 2-DOF force-sensing micro-forceps for Micron ( Fig. 1.a) [17] . This design was shown to be sufficiently compact and lightweight for Micron to operate properly, and benefits of such force-sensing tremor-canceling system for membrane peeling was demonstrated on artificial bandage phantoms. However, tests on biological tissues revealed limitations and clinical feasibility issues. This paper reports the development of an integrated system combining Micron and a new motorized forcesensing micro-forceps. The design and approach can presumably be used in combination with the other active tremor-canceling handheld micromanipulators [15, 16] as well. The target clinical application is membrane peeling in vitreoretinal surgery. The proposed system (1) attenuates hand-tremor when accurate positioning is needed, (2) provides auditory force feedback to the user so that the exerted forces are kept at a safe level, and (3) pulsates the tool tip at high frequency to provide ease in delaminating membranes. In the following sections we will first present the design and calibration of our new tool addressing the previously encountered clinical challenges. This will be followed by system integration steps and the proposed new operation mode. Sections IV and V present experimental performance assessment for membrane peeling on two types of phantoms: a bandage phantom and raw chicken eggs. The paper concludes with a discussion of the results. 
II. HARDWARE DESIGN: FORCE-SENSING MICRO-FORCEPS
Our micro-forceps consists of two mechanically decoupled pieces: the handle mechanism, and the motorized force-sensing tip.
A. The Handle Mechanism
This part, shown in Fig. 2 .a, was designed to clamp around any cylindrical micromanipulator body up to 25 mm in diameter with the help of set screws, transforming it into a micro-forceps handle. It preserves the intuitive actuation mechanism on the existing disposable forceps from Alcon, Inc. (Fort Worth, TX), and does not interfere with the operation of the micromanipulator. The disposable Alcon forceps is one of the most common standard instruments for membrane peeling today and are actuated simply by squeezing the sides of the instrument handle. The squeezing motion causes the tube forming the tool shaft to slide in the distal direction so that the graspers are closed [25] . In our case, however, such rigid coupling between handle motion and tip actuation is not possible since it would significantly interfere with the actuators of the micromanipulator. Instead of such a mechanical coupling, we used a sliding potentiometer on the handle to assess forceps closure. The sides of the handle mechanism are normally kept propped open by two springs. Compressing the sides causes the sliders to move up along the tool handle, inducing a voltage change in the potentiometer output, and driving the motor of the tip forward to close the graspers.
B. The Motorized Force-Sensing Tip
To design a clinically feasible micro-forceps tip that is compatible with various micromanipulators, there are four main challenges that need to be resolved: (1) integrating accurate force sensing capabilities while preserving the grasping motion of the forceps, (2) avoiding interference between the micromanipulator's own actuation and the opening/closing action of the forceps, (3) generating a selfstanding universal module for compatibility with various handheld manipulators, and (4) enabling easy replacement of the grasper jaws for accommodating different jaw types for different surgical tasks, and for disposable use. This requires a very compact and lightweight micro-forceps module that is motorized so that it can be actuated independently regardless of the micromanipulator motion, and that carries all of the force-sensing elements on it. Under these constraints we designed our "drop-in" micro-forceps as shown in Fig. 2 .b. using the components in Fig. 1 .b.
Reusable forceps require cleaning and sterilization after every operation. As the tool goes through many cycles of operation, the resulting material fatigue and change in surface properties diminish the grasping quality. Consequently, the forceps jaws cannot grasp the membrane as required and in the worst case they may break during the surgery. In addition, depending on the thickness of targeted tissue, surgeons may need to use micro-forceps with varying grasper jaw profiles. For instance, the grasper jaws shown in Fig. 3 .b are used for peeling thinner membranes such as internal limiting membranes, whereas the other type in Fig.  3 .c is often used for thicker layers such as epiretinal membranes. In order to avoid the problems and costs associated with reusable forceps, and to accommodate different jaw types for various clinical tasks, our new micro-forceps module (in contrast to the earlier prototype shown in Fig. 1 .a [17] ) uses easily replaceable disposable forceps jaws that are at this time taken from the standard 23 Ga Alcon disposable microforceps. The normally open jaws are fixed to the base via a set screw located on the lid. The lid, base and slider shown in Fig. 1 .b are polycarbonate parts. The tool shaft is a 23 Ga stainless steel tube. It is attached to a slider, which is moved back and forth along the pins of the base by a linear micro motor, Squiggle-RV-1.8 by New Scale Technologies Inc. Driving the slider forward pushes the tool shaft towards the tip, thus squeezing and closing the forceps jaws. The selected micro motor supplies enough force for this task in a very small (2.8x2.8x6 mm), and light weight (0.16 grams) package. Fully opening and closing the jaws requires a travel distance of 0.8 mm, which is well below the motor's limit (6mm). A bar magnet is attached on the side of the slider. The position of the slider, and thus of the micro motor, is tracked via the magnetic position sensor fixed on the side of the base.
To integrate force sensing capabilities, FBG strain sensors (Smart Fibers, UK) were preferred mainly due to their small dimension, high sensitivity, biocompatibility, sterilizability, and immunity from electrostatic and electromagnetic noise. Following the fabrication method presented in [20] , 3 FBGs were fixed evenly around the 23 Ga tubular tool shaft using medical epoxy adhesive. In order to monitor the FBGs, an optical sensing interrogator, sm130-700 from Micron Optics Inc. (Atlanta GA), was used. The outer diameter of the finalized tool shaft is approximately 0.9 mm, and is small enough to fit through a 20 Ga trocar. The module weighs about 1.9 grams.
III. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

A. Calibration and Force Computation
The setup and protocol presented in [20] was followed to calibrate the new micro-forceps module. A linear reproducible behavior was observed for all FBGs as the transverse loading on the tool tip was gradually increased and decreased. The slopes of the response curves presented in Fig. 3 .a correspond to the following calibration matrix: 
S 
This algorithm was shown to remove the influence of temperature effectively [20] . Thus, the sensed forces are immune to ambient temperature changes. Furthermore, the shaft of the disposable tip in comparison to the actuation tube is very thin, and thus has no significant affect on the overall stiffness of the tool shaft. Thus even if the tip is replaced, the calibration matrix remains the same.
The grasping action in this design is provided by squeezing the forceps jaws by sliding the tubular tool shaft forward. During this motion, various external loads and friction forces are exerted on this tube, which is also carrying the force-sensing FBGs. As the forceps is closed and opened, FBGs are influenced by these inner actuation forces resulting in a repeated and consistent change in force readings even when there is no external loading on the tip. The force variation due to actuation depends on (1) the type of the attached forceps jaws, and (2) the jaw orientation relative to the base. The sensed actuation forces are usually comparable (up to 3 mN as in Fig. 3.b and 3.c) with the amplitude of most forces during vitreoretinal practice (routinely below 7.5 mN). Due to various structural factors, such as the grasper jaw geometry, friction forces and material properties, the effect of inner actuation forces is usually complex, and thus hard to predict. In order to cancel this systematic error, we implemented a correction routine that needs to be performed after each jaw replacement (Fig. 4) . Before the operation, the desired jaws are mounted using the set screw on the lid (Fig. 2.b) . Then, with no external loading on the tip, the grasper jaws are opened and closed three times while the variation in sensed forces is recorded. This results in a mapping between the micro motor position and force error specific to that particular jaw type and mounting orientation. Then a polynomial is fit to the acquired data. Based on the best fit and sensed motor position, the induced forces due to actuation can be estimated (within a ±0.15 mN envelope) and subtracted from the measured values to obtain a corrected force reading. This provides a significant reduction in force variation as the forceps is closed and opened repeatedly. As shown in Fig. 4 , without such correction, opening the forceps jaws induces an error that is slightly larger than 3 mN. The correction routine lowers the error down to 0.3 mN. This indicates that our tool is able to sense transverse forces within an accuracy of 0.3 mN after correction. The jumps on the corrected data correspond to the instant when the actuation tube starts and stops moving, and are mainly due to inertial effects. These jumps can further be reduced by integrating the acceleration term in the correction routine, but has no significance for practical use since the forces while grasping the tissue (while the jaws are stationary) are of interest.
In vitreoretinal practice, surgeons may need to manipulate tissues with varying thickness. Depending on the grasped layer thickness, the jaw opening and the final motor position would change, resulting in different offsets in the raw force reading. The force correction routine based on motor position ensures that the computed tip forces remain accurate regardless of the thickness of the grasped material. In order to validate this, we did experiments for 3 different layer thicknesses, and 3 different tip load levels on the setup shown in Fig. 5 . The colored grasping tab carrying the loads is made of bandages and has a non-uniform cross section. The red segment consists of a single layer bandage, while adjacent white and black segments have layers stacked on top of each other, resulting in 0.08mm, 0.16mm and 0.24mm thick material respectively. During the test, the strip was grasped from one of these segments, and washers were hung to increase the forces on the tool tip gradually. The force readings were recorded with and without the proposed correction routine while loading and removing washers. The test was repeated for each segment on the strip. When grasped from the thinnest segment, the measured forces were observed to be very close to the actual values, even without the correction routine. However, as the grasped layer got thicker, the measured values deviated from the ideal line, and thus the correct force value, more if the proposed correction routine was not applied. With the correction routine, the measured forces always remained accurate, regardless of the thickness of the grasped segment. 
B. Control Scheme
Software implementations were completed using LabVIEW control software. The control scheme of the developed system consists of three independent loops as shown in Fig. 6 : Micromanipulator control, forceps tip control, and auditory force feedback loops.
Micron uses ASAP optical sensors to determine its handle motion [12] . Then this motion is separated into its involuntary and tremulous components. Based on the tremulous components, the required actuator input to Micron's piezoelectric actuators are determined, and the tip is deflected. This completes the tremor suppression control loop which was previously developed by Riviere et al. In this study, we used Micron and extended its existing LabVIEW control software to include an additional operation mode to assist membrane peeling. This optional mode enables the user to inject controlled high frequency pulses on the tool tip trajectory. The frequency and amplitude of the vibrations are set by the user. When this mode is inactive, the system works in regular tremor cancellation mode, which is good for accurate tool tip motion while approaching the tissue and grasping it. Upon activation of the new mode, Micron not only cancels hand tremor but also starts vibrating the tool tip at the set frequency and amplitude. This feature, by providing an analogous tip motion to the reciprocating needle in biopsy applications [18] , may theoretically help break the bonds between the fibrous tissue and the retina surface for easier delamination. The approach is also applicable to other micromanipulators in the field [13] [14] [15] [16] with similar tremor suppression (via either optical tracking or inertial sensing) and high frequency pulsation capabilities. Figure 6 . The control scheme of the integrated system. The existing tremor canceling control loop was extended to inject controlled vibrations for ease in membrane delamination. Opening and closing of the jaws are controlled via the potentiometer on the handpiece. Auditory force feedback is provided to the user to avoid excessive peeling forces.
The control loop associated with the actuation of the forceps is shown in green in Fig. 6 . Accordingly, analog position servo input is provided by the sliding potentiometer on the handle mechanism to the Squiggle motor controller. The magnetic sensor on the forceps tip provides position feedback to accomplish accurate closed loop control, opening or closing the grasper jaws without noticeable delay.
The auditory force feedback loop is shown in blue. During operation, the wavelength information from each FBG channel is collected and processed at 1 kHz and transmitted over TCP/IP to the LabVIEW environment. Utilizing the calibration matrix, forces are computed. Based on forceps configuration (linear motor position), the computed force value is corrected to obtain tip forces. These tip forces are then converted into auditory signals. The frequency of these audio signals changes with the level of the applied force [21] . Depending on the frequency of the auditory feedback, the user adjusts tool motion so that the applied forces do not exceed 7.5 mN, which we define as the border for the danger zone in membrane peeling based upon our prior in-vivo experience [24] .
IV. EXPERIMENTS
To simulate membrane peeling, tests were done on two types of phantoms, which have previously been used in our laboratory and reported to be suitable surrogates for an epiretinal membrane: bandage phantom, and inner shell membrane (ISM) of raw chicken eggs. Bandage phantom, 2 mm wide strips cut from 19 mm Clear Bandages (RiteAid brand), provides a very consistent platform, and is easy to obtain enabling ample tests. ISM of raw chicken eggs is a biological tissue exhibiting heterogeneous properties, and thus is a more realistic phantom for membrane peeling trials. However, the number of tests that can be done using ISM is limited since a single egg shell is used for each test.
The goal of the experiments was to test the new microforceps tip and observe the effect of the new "controlled vibration mode" at various frequencies in comparison to freehand and regular tremor cancellation performances. For this reason, the tests were done in 5 sets:
(1) Freehand peeling; (2) Micron-assisted peeling with regular tremor cancellation; (3,4,5) Micron-assisted peeling with tremor cancellation and controlled vibrations at 10 Hz, 30 Hz, and 50 Hz.
In sets 3 to 5, sinusoidal oscillations at the specified frequency were injected to the commanded forceps tip trajectory to oscillate the tool tip back and forth along the peeling direction. The amplitude of vibrations were kept constant at 100µm.
Per set 15 trials on the bandage phantom, 5 trials on ISM were completed. The experiments were performed by a nonsurgeon user by alternating the sequence of sets initially on bandage phantom, and then on ISM using the setup shown in Fig. 7 . In all cases, the user was provided with auditory force feedback, clearly indicating whether the applied forces are close to or beyond the safety threshold (7.5mN). The challenge was to peel the membranous layer off as quickly as possible while maintaining the peeling force below the threshold, and thus adjusting the peeling speed based on the force feedback. By fixing the exerted forces at their maximum allowable level, the corresponding peeling speed was observed to evaluate the ease of peel in each set. Before data collection, an extensive training period (~1 hr) was allowed for the subject to become accustomed to the system and phantoms, and to minimize learning curve effects in the recorded measurements. During data collection, the tool tip force and position and the Squiggle motor position were recorded. Based upon the Squiggle motor position, the starting and ending points of the delamination were identified in the acquired data. The assessment was based upon the applied forces and tool tip positions during this period. Welch's power spectral density estimate was used to verify tremor canceling and vibration behavior. The means of peeling force and speed data were compared using oneway ANOVA followed by Tukey's HSD (honest significant difference) test separately for each phantom type. Statistical significance was defined as p<0.05.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Membrane Peeling on Bandage Phantom
Frequency analyses on tip position and measured peeling forces for 3 sample trials per set are shown in Fig. 8 . The frequency of physiological hand tremor in normal humans ranges from 8 to 12 Hz [26] . The prominence of a peak around 10 Hz in the plots of freehand trials is primarily due to subject's hand tremor. When the tremor cancellation feature of Micron was activated, this peak was largely attenuated and the high frequency components (2-20 Hz) were overall reduced by 80-90% in both position and force spectra. This confirms that the structural modification done for transforming the micromanipulator into a micro-forceps tool, and thus the added inertia at the tip, does not adversely affect the tremor cancelling functionality of Micron. The effect of adding controlled vibrations on tool tip trajectory is clearly visible as peaks at the specified frequencies (10, 30, and 50 Hz), meaning that the low inertia of the designed micro-forceps module allows resonating the tip at high frequencies accurately within Micron's 1N force capability. The common traits between the tip position and the tip force spectra in all cases indicate a rigid connection between the tool tip and the bandage layer provided by strong grasping of forceps, even when the tip is resonating at 50 Hz. The mean peeling force and speed for each set is displayed in Table I . Within each set, consistent results were obtained as indicated by the low standard deviation values due to high repeatability of tests on this type of phantom. In all sets, the mean peeling force was maintained just below the set safety threshold (7.5 mN) while trying to maximize the peeling speed as required. The variance analysis showed no significant difference in peeling forces among the sets, meaning that the bandages were peeled off by exerting similar forces (around 7 mN) with the help of the auditory force feedback (p=0.32). However, there was a statistically significant difference among the means of peeling speed (p<0.05). Further analysis with Tukey's HSD revealed that the mean peeling speed significantly increased as higher frequency oscillations were introduced on the tool tip trajectory during delamination. The mean peeling speed was 0.1392 mm/s in freehand trials whereas upon pulsating the tip at 10, 30 and 50 Hz, it rose respectively to 0.1789, 0.2232 and 0.2809 mm/s. Thus, tremor cancellation combined with 50 Hz vibrations enabled significantly faster peeling as compared to all other sets (p<0.05), and thus provided easier delamination. There was no statistical difference in terms of peeling speed between the freehand trials and the trials with sole tremor cancellation (p=0.21).
B. Membrane Peeling on Raw Chicken Eggs
Power density spectra of the trials on chicken eggs is shown for 3 samples per case in Fig. 9 . The trend for both the tip position and tip force are similar to those observed on the bandage phantom, though with slightly larger amplitude variation between the sets. The 10 Hz peak due to hand tremor is visible in freehand trials. By tremor cancellation, the oscillations in 2-20 Hz band were reduced by 45-90% and 5-85% respectively in the tip position and tip force spectra. Figure 9 . Power spectra of tip position and tip forces measured while peeling inner shell membrane of raw chicken eggs (3 arbitrary trials per set are shown). More deviation between trials as compared with bandage phantom, but the main traits were preserved: 45-90% and 5-85% reduction in 2-20 Hz band of tip position and force spectra respectively with tremor cancellation; visible peaks at 10, 30, and 50 Hz at both spectra. The common properties of the position and force spectra, and the prominence of 10, 30, and 50 Hz peaks in the trials using the new "controlled vibrations mode" strongly indicate that our micro-forceps is able to provide a rigid connection between the tool and the membrane being peeled also on this biological tissue, even when resonating the tip at high frequencies. Previously, when using a pick instrument instead of a micro-forceps [27] , the slippage between the tool and the tissue was causing problems in manipulation of ISM, and such correlation between the tool tip dynamics and toolto-tissue forces was not possible.
Peeling ISM of chicken eggs requires slightly larger forces than those for the bandage phantom. These forces are in fact a combination of tearing and delaminating forces in contrast to sole delaminating forces involved in bandage peeling. As shown in Table I , in freehand trials, the recorded peeling forces averaged approximately 7.7 mN, which is slightly above the set threshold (7.5 mN). The corresponding mean peeling speed though is very slow (0.0868 mm/s). In these freehand trials, the user tried to stay below 7.5 mN threshold by peeling the membrane as slow as he could. This was however limited by the unintentional tool motion due to hand tremor. In addition, being a biological tissue, ISM exhibits slight variations in tissue properties within the same layer as well as between the eggs. Using ISM, it is harder to adjust peeling forces, since the exerted forces are not only related to tool tip speed, but also depend on local tissue properties. This behavior more closely simulates the real vitreoretinal practice. Due to these variations, the standard deviations in all sets were higher than those for the bandages.
The ANOVA analysis revealed that the difference in the mean peeling force among groups is not statistically significant (p=0.47). However, similar to the results for bandages, the tested cases significantly differ in terms of average peeling speed (p<0.05). Based on Tukey's HSD, controlled micro-vibrations of the tool tip provided ease in peeling, enabling faster delamination at the same force level. The mean peeling speed was 0.0868 mm/s in freehand trials whereas upon pulsating the tip at 10, 30, and 50 Hz, it rose respectively to 0.1416, 0.1850, and 0.2948 mm/s. The difference between freehand trials and trials with sole tremor cancellation was not statistically significant (p=0.20).
VI. CONCLUSION
In this study, an integrated assistive system for membrane peeling in vitreoretinal surgery has been proposed. First, a compact, lightweight, force-sensing micro-forceps module was developed and integrated with a micro-manipulator, Micron. Second, the existing tremor cancellation software of Micron was extended to inject micro-vibrations on the tool tip trajectory when necessary to assist membrane delamination. Finally, the resulting system was tested in peeling trials using bandages and raw chicken eggs.
The designed micro-forceps module enables easy replacement of the disposable grasper jaws for better surgical performance in prolonged use, and for accommodating various jaw profiles for wider range of applications. FBGs located on the tool shaft sense the forces at the tool tip with a resolution of 0.3 mN. The mechanically decoupled design of the tip module from the handle mechanism, and its low inertia (1.9 g) ensure no adverse effect upon Micron's tremor canceling performance, and make high frequency microvibrations possible within the force limits of Micron. This design also provides flexibility in implementation: both the tip module and handle mechanism are not specific to Micron, and can presumably be integrated with other handheld micromanipulators easily.
Experiments on bandages and raw chicken eggs have revealed that controlled micro-vibrations provide ease in delaminating membranes. Applying similar amount of forces, much faster delamination was observed when the frequency of these vibrations were increased (up to 50 Hz) while keeping the amplitude fixed (at 100 µm). The mechanics behind this behavior as well as the effect of micro-vibration amplitude for both types of phantoms are yet to be explored.
In addition, the experiments in this study were done opensky following a linear peeling trajectory. The effect of introducing a sclerotomy constraint needs to be explored before this method can be proposed as a clinically feasible assistance option. It is not yet known what the effect of micro-vibrations are on underlying retinal tissues. Upon completion of these steps, we aim to extend our results through multiple subject experiments and to begin to explore feasibility in animal models.
